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(Grades K and Up) The teacher at the Ant Hill School wants her students to be prepared - for

everything! One day, she teaches her students what to do if a "dangerous someone" is in their

school. Unfortunately, in the world we now live in, we must ask ourselves the essential question:

What options do I have for survival, if I ever find myself in a violent intruder event? "I&#39;m Not

Scaredâ€¦I&#39;m Prepared!" will enhance the concepts taught by the ALICE Training Institute, and

make them applicable to children of all ages in a non-fearful way. By using this book, children can

develop a better understanding of what needs to be done if they ever encounter a "dangerous

someone."
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Our school district is in the process of teaching A.L.I.C.E. to all of the staff, and are planning to roll

out the new procedure next year. I have shared my book with the people on the committee for the

district as they plan on how they will present the new procedure to the students.

While teaching children crisis response goes back 50 years for fire training, it is new in the field of

active shooter and terrorism. Julia's book is a how to train manual for our times. After teaching

ALICE for the past several years, the book provided a refreshing take for me and can only improve



survival and coping skills in young children. My own seven year old read the book and thought it

was great! Teaching things that are potentially scary in a very non-scary way for children has been a

hallmark of ALICE training from the start. Julia captures the training in a perfect way for children and

makes it easy to understand. This book should be required reading in every K-2 classroom in

America...and not only for the kids!

Great book for school teachers! It teaches a specific plan of action if a dangerous person "wolf" gets

into the school and shows how a class of students practices this in a school drill, like a fire drill. It

prepares the children for lock down procedures such as locking the door, staying out of sight,

spreading out, grabbing something to throw at the wolf while we run in a zigzag and make strange

noises if he should come into the classroom. It might also be good for parents because these are

ideas do seem to be useful. I wish there were more books like this out there specifically for parents

to go over with their children at home.

Good but a little more specific than I was expecting. I modified quite a bit for my kinders.

Love the concept - it is a little more complicated than it needs to be since it is for little kids. A bit

wordy and I wanted it to say when a child is told to run just RUN - the zig zaggy part should not be

emphasized because it might slow the kids down - just RUN.

Kids love it.

Great book!

Great book to go over a "scary" situation that unfortunately can happen anywhere
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